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 I want to begin by thanking the Prince Albert host 
committee for all their hard work to put this conference 
together, our conference chair for lining up a great agenda 
for us, and the SBOA Board of Directors for their efforts and 
dedication to advancing our industry.
 It is great to be back in Prince Albert, and I’d like to 
acknowledge that we are on the traditional lands referred to 
as Treaty 6 Territory.
 The events that have taken place in Humboldt have no 
doubt had an affect on all of us.  Humboldt is a community 
well known to all of us.  It is part of our community, it is our 
backyard, and for some of our members, it is home.  It is a 
place where this group has gathered many times, and they 
welcome us with open arms every time.  We have friends 
there, peers, colleagues, and fellow SBOA members.
 We should take time during our conference to remember 
the victims, the injured, the deeply affected, and all their 
loved ones.  We certainly want to keep those that we know 
and care for in our hearts and in our thoughts this week.
 Many of our members are first responders; let us keep 
the first responders from Nipawin, Star City, Tisdale, and 
Humboldt in our hearts and thoughts this week and in the 
days to follow.
 Wearing the green and gold ribbons, and donating 

all funds raised this week to 
the community, and placing 
a hockey stick outside of the 
conference room are small but 
important things we will do to 
show support.
 It is always important to 
remember why we are here 
for the SBOA Conference.  It is 
important to remember the 
goals and objectives of the 
Association and find out what 
work is being done in pursuit of 
those things.
 But this week, let’s also 
make sure we remember how fortunate we are to be here 
together.  Today, while we are listening, training, learning, 
and becoming better building officials, let’s remember to 
take time to enjoy each others company, and take some 
comfort in the fellowship we get to enjoy as well.  
        

Chris Gates, LBO-3, A.Sc.T., CRBO
President

Saskatchewan Building Officials Association

Chris Gates President of the Saskatchewan Building Officials (SBOA) 
gave greetings at the opening of the conference. Greg Dionne giving greetings on behalf of the City of Prince Albert.



Building Code Training for Canadians – 
Series 1 – 2010

This online course is a key prerequisite in obtaining a Class 1 
Building Official License. 

“A comprehensive home study of the National Building Code of 
Canada, one & two unit dwellings.”

Please note that applicants will not be able to register over 
the phone

For information contact Southeast College Weyburn Campus
at 306-848-2500 or wbexams@southeastcollege.org

www.southeastcollege.org
P.O. Box 1565

Weyburn, Saskatchewan   S4H 0T1     
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LIST OF NEW MEMBERS

November 8, 2017 to May 16, 2018

Simon Almond ..............................................................Weyburn, SK
Brett Banadyga ...................................................................Regina, SK
Collin Baragar ........................................................Meadow Lake, SK
Kevin Benning ...............................................................Weyburn, SK
Christopher Bock .....................................................Yellowknife, NT
Jason Breker ........................................................................Regina, SK
Felicia Brewster ...........................................................Saskatoon, SK
William Buhler..................................................................... Hague, SK
Elliott Byers ...................................................................Saskatoon, SK
Howard Cole .................................................................Saskatoon, SK
Christopher Conley ....................................................Saskatoon, SK
Corey Coons ........................................................................Regina, SK
Rick Davies .........................................................................Estevan, SK
Ryan Dimen ..................................................................Saskatoon, SK
Curtis Dorosh ......................................................................Regina, SK
Joe Dotto ....................................................................... Crossfield, AB
Stacy Fawcett ...............................................................Saskatoon, SK
Brent Feige ........................................................................... Hague, SK
David Fisher ....................................................................Lumsden, SK
Gary Garbe ...........................................................................Regina, SK
Kerri Gates .................................................................Martensville, SK
Colin Gibson .................................................................Saskatoon, SK
Aaron Gerein .......................................................................Regina, SK
Judi Gurski ....................................................................Saskatoon, SK
Gordon Hamilton ..............................................................Regina, SK
Trevor Hebig .................................................................Saskatoon, SK
Nathaniel Karpluk ................................................. Prince Albert, SK
Kresten Krogsgaard ..........................................................Regina, SK
Ryan MacGillivray .......................................................Saskatoon, SK
Dustin Masuk ............................................................. Moose Jaw, SK
Pearce McIntyre ..........................................................Saskatoon, SK
Jeff Morrow ..........................................................................Regina, SK
Justin Neigel ........................................................................Regina, SK
Rick Paul ................................................................................Regina, SK
Frank Roberto ..............................................................Saskatoon, SK
Brad Rurak .....................................................................Saskatoon, SK
Michelle Russell ...........................................................Saskatoon, SK
Tim Sawatzky .................................................................Weyburn, SK
Marc Schweitzer ............................................................Weyburn, SK
Thomas Simpson .............................................................. Tisdale, SK
Neil Struthers ......................................................................Regina, SK
Viktor Tarskii ..............................................................Yellowknife, NT
Jeff Todosichuk .......................................................... Moose Jaw, SK
Teryn Van Der Kooi ............................................................Regina, SK
Lucienne Van Langen ................................................Saskatoon, SK
Harold Whiteoak ...........................................................Weyburn, SK
Laverne Wiebe .............................................................Saskatoon, SK
Miranda Young ............................................................Saskatoon, SK
Cheryl Zado ..................................................................White City, SK

Attending a wedding for the first time, a little girl whispered to 
her mother, “Why is the bride dressed in white?’’
The mother replied, “Because white is the color of happiness, and 
today is the happiest day of her life.”
The child thought about this for a moment then said, “So why is 
the groom wearing black?”

Presented by Margaret Ball from
the Building Standards Branch

 The Building Standards and Licensing Branch from the Ministry 
of Government Relations provided a workshop on the following 
topics. This presentation is based on provisions of the NBC 2015.
  • Fire Dampers/Smoke Dampers 
 • Integrated Systems Testing of Fire Protection and Life Safety 

Systems (CAN/ULC-S1001) 
 • Residential Fire and Life Safety Warning Systems (CAN/

ULC-S540) 
 • Professional Design and Structural Compliance 
 • Saskatchewan Amendments 
 Thanks to Margaret on the work they put in to provide the 
delegates with an educational and entertaining afternoon.

Attendees listening to the Building Standards workshop.

One Sunday morning, the priest noticed little Alex standing in the 
foyer of the church staring up at a large plaque. It was covered 
with names with small American flags mounted on either side 
of it. The seven year old had been staring at the plaque for some 
time, so the priest walked up, stood beside the little boy, and said 
quietly, “Good morning Alex.”
“Good morning Father,” he replied, still focused on the plaque. 
“Father, what is this?” he asked the priest. The priest said, “Well, 
son, it’s a memorial to all the young men and women who died 
in the service.”
Soberly, they just stood together, staring at the large plaque. 
Finally, little Alex’s voice, barely audible and trembling with fear, 
asked, “Which service, the 9:45 or the 11:15?”



Thursday, April 12, 2018
Demilec 

presented by Peter Frenette

 Plastic Foam was developed in 1939. It was first used in a 1968 
building application. It now is in compliance with the Standard 
CAN/ULC S705.1.
 It can be sprayed as seen in construction or injected as we 
would find in doors, windows, car parts or in cushions, mattresses 
and taxidermy.
 It is important to know the proper use of spray foam because 
it cannot be interchanged. An example of that is spray foam used 
for air sealing and this foam is in compliance with Standards CAN/
ULC S711.1 and 711.2 : Standard for thermal insulation - Bead-
applied two component polyurethane air sealant foam CAN/ULC 
S710.1 and 710.2 : Standard for thermal insulation - Bead applied 
one component polyurethane air sealant foam.
 Peter explained the different types of spray foam and where 
they are to be used for in the building trade. Spray foam for air 
sealing come in two different types and shall comply with the 
following Standards:
 CAN/ULC S711.1 and 711.2: Standard for thermal insulation 
- Bead-applied two component polyurethane air sealant foam or 
CAN/ULC S710.1 and 710.2: Standard for thermal insulation - Bead 
applied one component polyurethane air sealant foam.
 Peter then discussed Low Density Foams with the following 
characteristics:
 • OPEN CELLS
 • R VALUE= R 3.8
 • AIR BARRIER PROPERTIES
 • INSIDE STUDS AND ABOVE GRADE 
 • EXPANDS 120 TIMES ITS INITIAL VOLUME
 • FLEXIBLE IN TOUCH
 • (STANDARD CAN/ULC S712 -2012)
 • NO VAPOUR BARRIER PROPERTIES
 Next is Medium Density Spray Foam with the following 
characteristics:
 • RIGID FOAM
 • CLOSED CELLS
 • STANDARD: CAN/ULC S705.1-05

 • HIGH R VALUE
 • TYPE 2 = R-6
 • EXT / INT AND UNDERGROUND APPLICATION
 • EXPANDS 30 TIMES ITS INITIAL VOLUME
 Finally is High Density Spray Foam with the following 
characteristics:
 • RIGID CLOSED CELLS FOAM
 •  USED FOR ROOF, INDUSTRIAL, ENGINEERING 

APPLICATION
 • B 233-0 / 3 POUND SYSTEM

 Building Officials should always ensure installers carry a 
certified install card and should look like this.

 Anytime there is an application of spray foam the installer is to 
affix a label usually inside the electrical panel box that gives all the 
information about the type of foam used, who installed the foam, 
the date and the certification number.

Thank you Peter for always enhancing our conferences with 
your informative presentations as well as bearing gifts for our 
fundraising efforts.

Peter Frenette & Dale Wagner

Kevin had shingles.
Those of us who spend much time in a doctor’s office should 
appreciate this! Doesn’t it seem more and more that physicians 
are running their practices like an assembly line?
Here’s what happened to Kevin:
Kevin walked into a doctor’s office and the receptionist asked him 
what he had. Kevin said: ‘Shingles.’ So she wrote down his name, 
address, medical insurance number and told him to have a seat.
Fifteen minutes later a nurse’s aide came out and asked Kevin 
what he had.....Kevin said, ‘Shingles.’ So she wrote down his 
height, weight, a complete medical history and told Kevin to wait 
in the examining room.
A half an hour later a nurse came in and asked Kevin what he had. 
Kevin said, ‘Shingles.’ So the nurse gave Kevin a blood test, a blood 
pressure test, an electrocardiogram, and told Kevin to take off all 
his clothes and wait for the doctor.
An hour later the doctor came in and found Kevin sitting patiently 
in the nude and asked Kevin what he had. Kevin said, ‘Shingles.’ 
The doctor asked, ‘Where?’ Kevin said, ‘Outside on the truck. 
Where do you want me to unload them?
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Helene Roche from CCMC

 In 1990, National Research Council (NRC) defined the following 
CCMC mandate as:
 • To evaluate innovative construction products, materials and 

systems 
 • To enhance public safety in the built environment 
 • To support innovation and technology transfer
 • To improve productivity and competitiveness in the 

Canadian Construction industry” 
 • To encourage the export of Canadian construction products 

and service

 CCMC operates under the general policy and technical advice 
of the Canadian Commission on Construction Materials Evaluation 
(CCCME). 
 The CCCME was established by the National Research Council 
of Canada (NRC) to support innovation and technology transfer, 
as well as productivity and competitiveness in the Canadian 
construction industry.

 CCCME enhances public safety in the built environment 
through: 
 • The development and maintenance of a technically and 

administratively sound system for the evaluation of new 
products that has national and international credibility

 • The promotion, on a national basis, of product information 
and listing services based on recognized product standards, 
and

 • The encouragement of the export of Canadian construction 
products and services.

The overview for CCMC is:
 • 20 team members and growing
 • Approximately 1,000 product evaluations and acceptance 

criteria
 • Over 400 manufacturing clients - majority Canadian

Technical areas include: 
Structural; roofing; walls; below grade; heat transfer; air, vapour & 
gas control; fire resistance; acoustics 

In development:
Energy, plumbing, climate change adaptation infrastructure, 
surveillance 

 Since 1988 Canadian Construction Material Centre provides a 
national evaluation service for construction products and systems 
to assist the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) in making code 
approvals as well as CCMC Evaluation Reports – for innovation – 
no standard and CCMC Evaluation Listings – for compliance to 
standards.
 
 The CCMC process follows a Code-specified Alternative 
Solution Process as well as:
 • Code Analysis of Functional Statements and Objectives
 • Development of Technical Requirements 
 • Performance Indicators and Test Protocol
 • Development of  Acceptance Criteria
 • Knowledge base and/or benchmark testing

The Objective-Based Code - Code Analysis procedure:
Objectives
The top-level objective is the GOAL of the Code.
The second-level objective describes the ASPECT of the objective
The third-level objective describes the CAUSE of the injury, illness, 
etc.

Functional Statement (FS)
FS statements answer the question “What is the building (or 
system, material, design) supposed to accomplish?”

Functional Statement-Objective Pair – assigned to Code articles
The ‘area of performance’ is defined by the FS-Objective pair.  
The pair describes what needs to be accomplished (the function) 
and why (the objective).

 In Helene’s summary CCMC has been serving Canadian 
Building Officials and Canada’s construction industry for over 30 
years.

 CCMC has 14 Evaluation Officers fully committed to evaluating 
products, materials and systems, CCMC has completed over 500 
evaluations.

 CCMC has provided technical briefs such as MgO Boards and 
intumescent coatings that has been sent to Building Officials 
across Canada.
 CCMC has received 45 enquiries from Building Officials since it 
launched the CCMC’s Help Desk.
 SBOA and our membership would like to thank Helene and 
CCMC for not only the presentation at our conferences but their 
help for Building Officials.

Lara DeRosier & Helene Roche

A teacher noticed that a little boy at the back of the class 
was squirming around, scratching his crotch, and not paying 
attention. She went back to find out what was going on.
He was quite embarrassed and whispered that he had just 
recently been circumcised and he was quite itchy.
The teacher told him to go down to the principal’s office. He was 
to telephone his mother and ask her what he should do about 
it. He did and returned to his class.
Suddenly, there was a commotion at the back of the room. She 
went back to investigate only to find him sitting at his desk with 
his “private part” hanging out.
“I thought I told you to call your mom!” she said.
“I did,” he said, “And she told me that if I could stick it out till 
noon, she’d come and pick me up from school.
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Mike Moore – SCSA

 The Saskatchewan Construction Safety Association (SCSA) is a 
nonprofit organization that was established in 1995. It is industry 
driven and industry funded.

Statistics in 2016 listed the top 5 occupations with injuries.
1. Nurses aids, orderlies and patient service associates (1315)
2. Truck drivers (976)
3. Construction trades helpers and labourers (885)
4. Retail sales persons and sales clerks (814)
5. Registered nurses (794)

 Injuries were caused by the following and the questions were 
asked:
 – Tools, machines, equipment?
 – Poor or inadequate or style of lighting?
 – Potential for slips, trips, or falls?
 – Changing weather conditions?
 – Production of dust, fumes, mists, vapors?
 – Fatigue, knowledgeable, frame of mind?
 – What is a workplaces supervisor’s responsibility?
A supervisor is defined as “a person who is authorized by  employer 
to oversee or direct work of workers”

Supervision of work includes:
 • Sufficient knowledge of the Act and Regulations that apply 

to the place of employment
 • The need for and safe use of personal protective equipment
 • Insure the health and safety at work of the workers under 

their direct supervision
 • Insure workers under their supervision comply with the Act 

and Regulations
 • How do they meet these requirements?
 • Insure the potential hazards have been identified and 

controlled prior to the start of the task  
 • Insure that the appropriate PPE is available on site for the 

identified hazards
 • Continued monitoring for compliance
 • Set a good example

We were shown an example of safety requirements such as lifelines

101(4) Unless otherwise specifically provided, an employer or 
contractor shall ensure that a horizontal lifeline is:
 (a) Either:
  (i) Designed and certified as safe by a professional engineer; 

or
  (ii) Manufactured to an approved standard; and
 (b) Installed and used in accordance with the design mentioned 

in clause (a) or the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Anchor Points and Anchor Plates
116.3(5) An employer, contractor, owner or supplier shall ensure 
that the following types of equipment that are components of 
fall protection systems, and their installation, conform to the 
manufacturer’s specifications or are certified by a professional 
engineer:
 (a) Permanent anchor points;
 (b) Anchors with multiple attachment points;
 (c) Permanent horizontal lifeline systems;
 (d) Support structures for safety nets.

The SBOA Membership would like to thank Mike for a very 
informative presentation.

Jerry Wintonyk & Mike Moore

Thursday, April 12, 2018

SBOA Business Meeting and Elections

Minutes and reports from the executive and committee 
chairman were presented and adopted. 

Lifetime Award presented to Peter Halayka by Chris Gates

Executive during business meeting 
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HRA Institute of Canada 

presented by Francis Belle
Francis Belle presented us with a very timely presentation about 
Section 9.36 of the National Building Code (NBC),which covers 
energy used within buildings, and the SK implementation that is 
nearing on January 1, 2019. In the presentation we saw that deals 
with more than RSI values within walls. Section 9.36 of the NBC will 
cover the following:
 – Location of buildings as in what zone?
 – Prescriptive or performance in regards to the NBC
 – With or without HRV
 – RSI of Envelope
 – Air barrier details
 – Trade-offs
 – Size of heating system HVAC
 – Service water heating

Francis explained Isothermal Planes and the methodology that 
allows users to calculate the total effective thermal resistance 
of common assemblies using the Isothermal Planes method, as 
described in Section 9.36 of the National Building Code and the 
ASHRAE Book of Fundamentals.

In wood frame construction, the Isothermal Planes method breaks 
the components in an assembly into two types:
 1. A component which has parallel paths of heat flow. The 

component in which parallel heat flow occurs are assemblies 
containing both framing members and another material 
within the cavity, typically an insulation material which 
makes up the framing-cavity component

 2. Continuous layers of uniform materials which are included in 
series. Continuous layers in series are materials that overlay 
the frame-cavity component such as sheathing and gypsum 
board.

The Isothermal Planes calculation can be described as:
  Reff = Rseries + Rparallel
Where:
Reff = total effective thermal resistance of the assembly
Rseries = continuous layers to the exterior and interior of the 
frame-cavity component
Rparallel = effective thermal resistance of the frame-cavity 
component only. 

Below is a sample wall assembly.

We also learned whether a heat recovery ventilator is required 
or not. Is this dwelling meeting the NBC 9.36 with or without an 
HRV? If dwelling requires an HRV it must be 60% at 0°C and 55% 
at -25°C sensible heat recovery; rate by (HVI.org) 9.36.3.9. This will 
determine RSI values required to meet code for opaque assemblies 
and below grade assemblies.

The presentation was valuable for Building Officials because this 
part of the code has never been used in SK and will dramatically 
change how houses are designed and built to meet the 
requirements of the Energy Code.

The second part of Francis Belle’s presentation focussed on Section 
9.33 of the NBC and the new standard CSA F280-12 Determining 
the required capacity of residential space heating and cooling 
appliances. He explained the differences between the two and 
gave an overview of the changes to heat loss gain calculations in 
the new standard that came into effect with the 2015 NBC.

The SBOA membership would like to thank Francis for this 
interesting presentation.

Francis Belle and Norm Kindred

A young man named John received a parrot as a gift. The parrot 
had a bad attitude and an even worse vocabulary. Every word out 
of the bird's mouth was rude, obnoxious and laced with profanity. 
John tried and tried to change the bird's attitude by consistently 
saying only polite words, playing soft music and anything else he 
could think of to 'clean up' the bird's vocabulary.
Finally, John was fed up and he yelled at the parrot. The parrot 
yelled back. John shook the parrot and the parrot got angrier 
and even ruder. John, in desperation, threw up his hand, grabbed 
the bird and put him in the freezer. For a few minutes the parrot 
squawked and kicked and screamed.
Then suddenly there was total quiet. Not a peep was heard for over 
a minute. Fearing that he'd hurt the parrot, John quickly opened 
the door to the freezer. The parrot calmly stepped out onto John's 
outstretched arms and said "I believe I may have offended you with 
my rude language and actions. I'm sincerely remorseful for my 
inappropriate transgressions and I fully intend to do everything I 
can to correct my rude and unforgivable behavior."
John was stunned at the change in the bird's attitude.
As he was about to ask the parrot what had made such a dramatic 
change in his behavior, the bird spoke-up, very softly, "May I ask 
what the turkey did?"



Bob Baker & Andrew Cole

Thursday, April 12, 2018
Andrew Cole – CUFCA

The presentation that Andrew provided for our Membership revolved around the 
use of spray foam installed under floor slabs in order to protect from radon gas 
permeating into the occupied homes. In the testing it has been proven that the 
concrete slabs-on-ground assembly with Demilec Spray Polyurethane Foam (SPUF) 
and Genyk SPUF at 50mm thickness, could prevent radon entry more effectively 
compared to the concrete slabs-on-ground assembly with 6 mil poly membrane 
under the test conditions.

What is Radon? Radioactive gas that comes from the soil and you can’t see it, taste 
it or smell it. Radon comes from Uranium:
 – Silver/gray metallic element
 – 70% more dense than lead
 – Found in most rocks, earth’s crust and seawater
 – Weakly radioactive
 – Decays slowly, producing radon

Radon is found in soil, rock, and water. It is invisible, odorless and tasteless. Radon 
occurs naturally due to decay of uranium and decays further itself, emitting ionizing 
radiation. The following chart shows the average radon levels measured in Canada.

How does radon cause cancer?
Because it is radioactive, radon decays and produces decay products, sometimes 
called “radon daughters” or “radon progeny.” Two of these progeny decay rapidly 
themselves, and emit alpha particles. When alpha particles hit an object, the energy 
in them is absorbed by the surface of the object. Human skin is thick enough to not 
be affected if you breathe in alpha particles, they can damage bronchial and lung 
tissue, and can lead to lung cancer.

SBOA would like to thank Andrew for his informative presentation.



Friday, April 13, 2018
SBOA – Building Code Forum

The participants on the panel were Kim Johnson, Lara DeRosier and 
Courtney Smith.

Background: The purpose of the SBOA Building Code Forum 
is to facilitate constructive code review and interpretations 
amongst the Membership. The goal is to have as much 
audience participation as possible. Questions can come from 
the floor, but we will have some questions sent in prior to 
allow for a good start. The job of the panel is to identify key 
code components to help guide the audience to answers 
and interpretation, engage the audience where suitable, 
and facilitate the discussion. The goal is not necessarily a 
‘presentation’ to an audience, but more of an engaged 
conversation.

The following topics were discussed:

Friday, April 13, 2018
Adequate Water Supply 

was presented by Avinash Gupta

In this presentation Avinash discussed adequate water supply 
requirements for a building for fire suppression and firefighting. 
The presentation covered the intent of adequate water supply, the 
relationship between adequate water supply and the requirement 
of a fire hydrant. He discussed the sources of adequate water supply 
as well as a discussion on 3 scenarios.
1) Communities where municipal or city water supply is available 

and the duration is not a concern.
2) Communities where limited municipal or city water supply is 

available.
3) Communities where no municipal or city water is currently 

available.

SBOA would like to thank Avinash for his presentation. His expertise 
is valued and the presentation helped us to understand alternative 
provisions.

Dale Wagner & Avinash Gupta

1. 9.10.14.5(4) Does an exposing building face of a 
detached garage have to comply with type of construction 
requirements? (Table 9.10.14.5.A)
Note: 9.10.14.5(4) exception applies to FRR and cladding 
only. 9.10.14.5(5) applies to EBF facing a house on the same 
property.
Response: Yes, it must comply with type of construction based 
solely on the wording of the NBC. So, where 10% upo’s or 
less are permitted, noncombustible construction is required.  
However, this may be an oversight in the Code since for LD >= 
0.6 m, the wall does not require a FRR (or NC cladding).

2. Is a floor assembly in a multi-storey accessory building 
required to be constructed as a fire separation with a required 
FRR?
Response: It depends on the use of the building and whether 
this is a storey or a mezzanine, but typically the floor would 
require a FRR for a non-residential occupancy.

3. Building Standards was asked whether the following 
statement from A-9.10.15.1(1) in the UBAS Regulations was 
intended to exclude the use of Subsection 9.10.15 for row 
housing or townhouses with more than 4 units:
“Subsection 9.10.15 does not apply to stacked row houses 
or multiple unit residential buildings containing more than 4 
total units including duplex units or secondary suites.”
Response:  They would get back to us with an answer.

4. The last question that came in from AODBT was with 
respect to fire lite glass and if it has come up more frequently 
in building permit applications.
The answer is that yes we are seeing it more and more and 
they would be required to meet either the prescriptive 
requirements of the code for the fire lite installation location 
or provide an alternative solution for fire lite in its proposed 
location.

SBOA would like to thank our Code Panel for sharing their time 
and expertise. This session has proven to be very informative 
and a presentation that we would like to continue at future 
conferences.

Ryan Shepherd, Lara DeRosier, Courtney Smith, & Kim Johnson



Friday, April 13, 2018
Shane Mintz – 

National Fire Protection Association

The presentation by NFPA’s Canadian Regional Director, Shayne 
Mintz, on NFPA 96, Standard for Ventilation Control and Fire 
Protection of Commercial Cooking Operations, covered a high 
level overview of the minimum hood, duct, ventilation and fire 
protection requirements in commercial cooking operations.

The objective of the presentation was to highlight how this 
standard fits into the National Model Building and Fire Codes 
and heighten awareness of the requirements of NFPA 96 to 
help reduce the potential fire hazard of cooking operations, 
irrespective of the type of cooking equipment used and whether 
or not it is used in public or private occupancies.

The session also provided a summary of fire statistics that 
demonstrated the depth and magnitude of the fire problem 
created by commercial cooking equipment.

The scope, purpose and application of the standard was 
covered as were the variety and types of hoods and ventilation 
equipment that emphasized the importance of hoods and ducts 
being approached as a system or assembly.

The session covered a discussion on the extinguishing agents 
that are typically used in modern commercial kitchen rated 
fire protection systems. It concluded with the identification of 
the fire protection elements that must be in place; how they 
operate; how they are interconnected within the system; as well 

Courtney Smith & Shayne Mintz

as throughout buildings where commercial cooking operations 
are located.

For more information on NFPA 96, Standard for Ventilation Control 
and Fire Protection of Commercial Cooking Operations, follow this 
link www.nfpa.org/96

"Lexophile" describes those that have a love for words, such 
as "you can tune a piano, but you can't tuna fish" or "to write 
with a broken pencil is pointless." An annual competition is 
held by the New York Times to see who can create the best 
original lexophile.

This year's winning submission is posted at the very end.
 • No matter how much you push the envelope, it'll still be 

stationery.
 • If you don't pay your exorcist you can get repossessed.
 • I'm reading a book about anti-gravity. I just can't put it 

down.
 • I didn't like my beard at first. Then it grew on me.
 • Did you hear about the crossed-eyed teacher who lost 

her job because she couldn't control her pupils?
 • When you get a bladder infection, urine trouble.
 • When chemists die, they barium.
 • I stayed up all night to see where the sun went, and then 

it dawned on me.
 • I changed my iPod's name to Titanic. It's syncing now.
 • England has no kidney bank, but it does have a Liverpool.
 • Haunted French pancakes give me the crepes.
 • This girl today said she recognized me from the 

Vegetarians Club, but I'd swear I've never met herbivore

 • I know a guy who's addicted to drinking brake fluid, but he 
says he can stop any time.

 • A thief who stole a calendar got twelve months.
 • When the smog lifts in Los Angeles U.C.L.A.
 • I got some batteries that were given out free of charge.
 • A Dentist and a Manicurist married. They fought tooth and 

nail.
 • A will is a dead giveaway.
 • With her marriage, she got a new name and a dress.
 • Police were summoned to a daycare center where a three-

year-old was resisting a rest.
 • Did you hear about the fellow whose entire left side was cut 

off? He's all right now.
 • A bicycle can't stand alone; it's just two tired.
 • The guy who fell onto an upholstery machine last week is 

now fully recovered.
 • He had a photographic memory but it was never fully 

developed.
 • When she saw her first strands of gray hair she thought 

she'd dye.
 • Acupuncture is a jab well done. That's the point of it.
 • Those who get too big for their pants will be totally exposed 

in the end.
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Building Standards – Information Session: 
Presented by Bill Hawkins

Building Standards and Licensing (BSL) provided an update on 
a number of items. The UBAS Act is included in the proposed 
legislative agenda for review in 2018-19.

NBC 2015
• Adopted and in force January 1, 2018
• Section 9.36., Energy Efficiency deferred to an inforce date of 

January 1, 2019
• Saskatchewan amendments found in the appendix of the UBAS 

Regulations. Highlights include:
• Full application of Alternative Family Care Homes (AFCH) 

provisions by March 30, 2019
• Requirements for barrier-free rental suites
• Requirements for carbon monoxide alarms in treatment and 

detention occupancies
• Clarification of NBC 2015, Section 9.10.15. Spatial Separation 

between Houses
• Automatic adoption of future NBC editions one year after 

publication

National Fire Code (NFC 2015)
• Adopted and in force January 1, 2018
• Saskatchewan amendments are found in the appendix to The 

Fire Safety Regulations.  Highlights include:
• Alternative Family Care Home provisions are aligned with the 

NBC 2015
• Definition of “building” is consistent with the UBAS Act
• Automatic adoption of future NFC editions one year after 

publication

NECB 2015
• Adopted January 1, 2018, under provisions of the UBAS Act
• In force effective January 1, 2019
• Automatic adoption of NECB one year after publication

NECB 2017
• Now available from NRC free of charge in digital format
• Examining the merits of adoption
• Pros and cons

What we know:
Industry, designers, home builders, and general contractors are 
capable of achieving a high level of energy performance

What we don’t know:
Best model for demonstrating compliance at the plan review stage
Best model for demonstrating compliance at the construction 
stage
Prescriptive, trade-off, or performance based preference by sector

What we are doing:
Working with NRCan to access available information
Looking for materials from other jurisdictions that have already 
implemented and have experience
Preparing a discussion paper to lead SK industry in some 
discussions about best next steps

What we are trying to achieve
Model(s) that demonstrates practical energy efficiency compliance 
to all parties
Model(s) that industry, designers, home builders, general 
contractors, and municipalities can agree on

Alternative Compliance Model
Nine Outstanding Items
 1. Restricting the ACM to large industrial projects only if they are 

unique, unusual, and have little or no public access.
 2. Defining clearly the aspects of large industrial buildings to 

which the ACM would apply.
 3. Restricting the decision to apply the ACM to local authorities 

only.
 4. Addressing all concerns raised about liability.
 5. Examining further the letters of assurance for the benefits 

they can provide to all building projects.
 6. Examining further the benefits of the ACM for use in the 

Northern Administration District.
 7. Examining further the benefits of the ACM for use in 

demonstrating compliance with the National Energy Code for 
Buildings.

 8. Examining further the current building permit fee model 
currently used.

 9. Facilitating additional training for Building Officials

In closing Bill provided us with the current addressing as well as 
change of name for their branch.

Building Standards and Licensing Branch
Public Safety Division
Saskatchewan Ministry of Government Relations
100 – 1855 Victoria Avenue
Regina, SK  S4P 3T2
306-787-4113 P
306-798-4172 F
building.standards@gov.sk.ca
www.saskatchewan.ca/buildingstandards

SBOA would like to thank Bill for taking the time to present at our 
conference.

Bill Hawkins & Ryan Shepherd



Editorial by Newsletter Chairperson Dale Wagner
This time around I will not have an editorial but will provide 
information about our upcoming SBOA golf tournament. 
It will be a non-competitive golf outing and supper. The 
format will be a 4-person scramble so try to arrange for your 
own team of four.

The tournament will be held on Friday September 7, 2018 
at tentatively 10:00 am at the Valley Regional Golf Course 
just North of Rosthern. Visit their web site at http://www.
valleyregionalpark.com/home The fee to enter will be a cost 
recovery and we will not make any money on this venture 
nor do we want to lose any money. The cost of the round 
is $70.00 including cart per person and the meal is $22.00. 
Therefore the total cost is $92.00. If anyone would like to 
come for just the supper and not golf, that is fine as well and 
your cost is $22.00. Provide us with first and last names of 
the golfers attending and preferably in groups of 4 golfers or 
I will add you to a team.

So you are asking who is supplying the prizes. Well you are 
of course. Each golfer is asked to bring a prize worth at least 

$20.00 and therefore everyone gets a prize and they should 
all be valued close to the same. So as you can see there is no 
prize for being a good golfer. All that is expected of you is 
to socialize and have fun. Those that do not have fun will be 
evicted!

Now I need to get a commitment from all of you so that the 
golf course can block off tee times for us and so that we 
will know that the tournament will go ahead. If you want to 
attend contact Dale Wagner not later than 1 week prior to 
the date and send in your payment or a promise to pay on 
arrival or be billed for it if you do not show.

This should be a fun outing and I know I am looking forward 
to it, so make the effort to attend.

This editorial is solely the opinion of the writer and does not 
necessarily reflect the opinions of the Saskatchewan Building 
Officials Association or our Membership.

The SBOA wishes to thank 
all those individuals and 

organizations that donated 
prizes for the conference.  

The SBOA wishes to thank the following 
Sponsors: 

Tim Hortons
Ed Zaparaniuk

Kor Alta Construction
TD Canada Trust

Butterwick Drafting & Designs
Ben’s Auto &House Glass

Terry Mason Real Estate (2004) Ltd.
Karpluk Design Company

Econo Lumber
PA & District Community Futures

Prince Albert Fire & Emergency Services
Stockyards (Prince Albert) LP

Prakash Consulting Ltd.
Cornerstone Insurance

Scotia Bank
Midcon Engineering

AODBT Architecture & Interior Design
Northern Lights Casino
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SBOA Newsletter is published 
twice a year for the information 
of our association members. 
Its purpose is to inform the 
members about conference 
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suggestions about contents 
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Heritage Inn Moose Jaw
1590 Main Street North,  Moose Jaw,  Saskatchewan

306-693-7550 

November 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 2018

Book rooms early as a block of rooms is only
held for a period of time.

SBOA Fall  Conference 
& Training Session


